
Forest Farm |      

‘Paul and Anne have designed and delivered a beautiful, 
unique family home that we absolutely love….. Paul’s 
design was sensitive to our family needs and the site. 
Anne’s design for the interior/exterior design palette 
took over seamlessly from Paul’s architectural designs’.  
The Client

The brief was to repurpose this secluded, pre 1800’s 
un-renovated farm building set in 2 acres of fields 
into a comfortable, sustainable family home making 
the most of spectacular views over Petit Bot Valley to 
Jersey beyond The original granite farm building cut into 
the sloping site and has been extended with a timber 
framed/clad mono-pitched rear extension plus a garage. 
The rear extension and principal rooms are on the 
upper ground floor. They are open to the roof to provide 
a dramatic, light and airy spaces. The main and guest 
bedrooms with en suites and garage occupy the lower 
ground floor. 

The main axis along the hall demarcates the old and 
the new. The exposed granite and original openings 
defines the original building whilst the smooth plastered 
storage wall expresses the extension. A pergola extends 
the axis all the way to the parking area. The kitchen/
dining and the sun lounge spill out onto the south facing 
terrace over the garage. Dark stained timber cladding 
and render compliments the granite. In time, new 
planting will help tie the building into the landscape. A 
white internal backdrop was chosen for walls, ceilings, 
kitchen units and worktops to focus attention on the 
internal space and structure. Detail is added with 
marbled splash backs, dark timber and glowing, copper 
industrial light fittings. A sliding door references the 
agricultural heritage of the building. 

Subtle lighting is an important design feature. A 
sustainable approach. The granite walls were retained 
& insulated. New roof, floors and the rear extension 
are heavily insulated. High spec windows/doors reduce 
heat loss, solar gain and improve air tightness. The 
large glazed areas and roof lights provide excellent 
natural light and ventilation. A large bank of PV panels 
in garden generate most of power required. There is 
electric under floor heating and a car charging point.
Spoil was distributed on site to reduce carbon footprint. 
Any granite removed was reused
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